Last spring, we launched Vocabulary Plus, a comprehensive online program that brings the power of our Vocabulary Series to your fingertips. Now we’ve enhanced it with Vocabulary Plus—Independent Study (VPi).

**Key Features of Vocabulary Plus—Independent Study (VPi):**

- **Individualized Assessment:** VPi begins with an adaptive assessment of each student to determine his or her vocabulary level.

- **Automated Assignments:** VPi manages student assignments so you don’t have to! Enable VPi, and it will customize assignments for each of your students, based on their individual assessment results.

- **Adaptive Technology:** VPi responds to students’ performance in real time, dynamically adjusting difficulty to keep students challenged and motivated.

- **Self-Guided Instruction:** With VPi, students can work independently at their own pace, progressing from one level to another through the equivalent of 6 textbooks’ worth of material. Students may also review past work as needed at any time as they progress.

- **Reinforcement and Incentives:** VPi rewards students’ progress. Each time students complete the content of a chapter, unit, or book, they’ll receive acknowledgement and a “badge” on the achievements section of their home page. Mastering words, “leveling up,” and scoring high also earn them badges.

- **Individual and Group Reporting:** VPi provides students and educators with data to track assessment results, words mastered, levels achieved, and time elapsed. Educators can view individual or class performance with a simple click.